We show that Hermitian Matrix Models support the occurrence of a new type of phase transition characterised by dispersive regularisation of the order parameter near the critical point. Using the identification of the partition function with a solution of a reduction of the Toda hierarchy, known as Volterra system, we argue that the singularity is resolved via the onset of a multi-dimensional dispersive shock described by an integrable flow in the space of coupling constants. This analysis explains the origin and mechanism leading to the emergence of chaotic behaviours observed in M 6 matrix models and extends its validity to even nonlinearity of arbitrary order.
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Random Matrix Models, originally introduced to describe spectra of heavy nuclei, became a universal paradigm for modelling complex phenomena. They naturally arise in connection with different areas of mathematics and physics, from quantum field theory to the theory of integrable systems [1] [2] [3] . A celebrated conjecture of Witten [4] , proven by Kontsevich [5] , established the identification of the free energy of 2D quantum gravity and the tau-function of a particular solution of the Korteweg-de Vries hierarchy. Thereafter, similar relations between specific matrix models on Hermitian, Unitary and Symplectic ensembles and integrable hierarchies have been discovered (see e.g. [6] [7] [8] [9] and references therein). Furthermore, extensive studies of properties of matrix models partition functions unravelled intriguing connections between the theory of integrable systems, statistical mechanics, quantum field theory, algebraic and enumerative geometry [4, 6, [8] [9] [10] [11] . For the sake of simplicity, we focus on a case of Hermitian Matrix Models with even nonlinear interaction terms and their connection with the Toda hierachy, but our considerations can be in principle extended to other matrix ensembles. We also note that asymptotic properties of partition functions in the thermodynamic limit of one matrix models with even and odd nonlinearity and their connection with the Toda hierarchy have been previously considered in [13, 14] . A key point is that the sequence of partition functions Z n for the one-matrix model of n × n matrices can be expressed in terms of the tau-function of the one dimensional Toda chain restricted to the even times of the hierarchy and where the index n labels points on the positive semi-axis of the chain. Identification of the Toda system with the matrix model is based on a one to one correspondence between the coupling constants of the model and the times of the hierarchy. The partition function Z n for fixed coupling constants is therefore specified by the state of the n−th particle of the chain at the corresponding times. Most importantly, the dynamics of the even hierarchy is uniquely specified by the initial conditions that are given in terms of the partition function of the free model, i.e. where all coupling constants vanish. In this respect, the model is simpler than the case of 2D gravity studied in [4] where the initial condition is specified by additional symmetries that are compatible with the hierarchy, namely the Virasoro constraints [6, 11] . In his pioneering work [15] , Jurkiewicz observed that a natural order parameter can be introduced, using orthogonal polynomial decompositions and combinatorial considerations [16] . Such order parameter develops, in the thermodynamic limit, a singularity that is regularised by apparently chaotic oscillations. Rigorous proof of the occurrence of asymptotic oscillations of the partition function has been found in [17, 18] . We argue that the oscillations are the result of the dispersive regularisation of the shock in the continuum limit of the Toda-Volterra system [19] [20] [21] . The chaotic phase is therefore interpreted as a dispersive shock propagating through the chain in the continuum/thermodynamic limit. In this regime, the natural order parameter is given by interpolation of Flaschka's coordinates and its behaviour in the space of coupling constants is described by a solution of a scalar integrable hierarchy of hydrodynamic type. The considerations above outline the following scenario: when a thermodynamic system undergoes a phase transition, some specific quantities, the order parameters, develop singularities. In the context of conservation laws of hydrodynamic type, when a singularity (hydrodynamic catastrophe) occurs, viscosity and dispersion underpin two different mechanisms of regularisation of such singularity. In presence of small viscosity the solution develops a sharp but smooth wavefront [22] . If small viscosity is replaced by small dispersion, when the wavefront approaches the point of gradient catastrophe the dispersion induces initially small oscillations that further evolve into a dispersive shock [23] [24] [25] . In classical mean field fluid and spin models phase transitions are associated to classical shocks of order parameters in the space of thermodynamic parameters [26] [27] [28] . In this work we show that the chaotic behaviour observed in [15] is indeed a phase transition where the order parameter develops a singularity that is resolved via dispersion rather than viscosity as in classical spin models. This observation paves the way to a classification programme of phase transitions based on the normal forms of the differential identities satisfied by the free energy and order parameters.
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Hermitian Matrix models. We study the Hermitian Matrix Model defined by the partition function
where M are Hermitian matrices of order n,
is the Hamiltonian, with t = {t 2j } j≥1 the coupling constants, and dM is the Haar measure in the space of Hermitian Matrices H n . Based on a classical result by Weil [29] , the partition function (1) is proportional to an integral over the eigenvalues of the matrix M , that is Z n (t) = c n τ n (t) where c n is a constant and
with ∆ n (λ) = 1≤i<j≤n (λ i − λ j ) denoting the Vandermonde determinant. A theorem by Adler and van Moerbeke [6] implies that the quantity (2) can be interpreted as a tau-function of the Toda hierarchy restricted to the even flows
with L the tridiagonal symmetric Lax matrix of the form
where
denotes the skewsymmetric part of the matrix L 2k (see e.g. [6] ). The solution of interest is specified by the initial conditions b i (0) = √ n obtained via a direct calculation of Gaussian integrals for the quantities τ n (0) = (2π) n/2 n j=1 j!/n! . We note that the Lax matrix of the type (4), originally considered in [12] , and more recently in [13] , corresponds to a reduction of the even Toda hierarchy known as Volterra hierarchy. Incidentally, we mention that the model with odd nonlinearities is different from the present case and its relation with the Toda hierarchy has been considered in [14] . We observe that the hierarchy (3) can be written in the form
where B n = b 2 n and V (2k) n are suitable functions of the variables B n . For instance, the first three non-trivial flows are given by
We conjecture that the required solution to the above reduction of the even Toda hierarchy is given by the recursive formula (string equation)
We proved that Eq. (6) gives the exact solution of the equations (5) for t 2 , t 4 , . . . , t 10 , hence the conjecture. Eq. (6) allows to evaluate the order parameter of the M 2q model for arbitrary q and generalises the formula obtained by Jurkiewicz for q = 3 [15, 30] .
We analyse the Matrix Model in the large n (thermodynamic) regime via the continuum limit of the solution (6) of the reduced Toda hierarchy. Introducing the scale given by a suitable large integer N and the rescaled variables u n = B n /N , T 2k = N k−1 t 2k , Eq. (6) reads as follows
We then define the interpolating function u(x) such that u n = u(x) for x = n/N and u n±1 = u(x ± ) with the notation = 1/N . Using this substitution in the equations (7) and expanding in Taylor series for small , at the leading order we have the polynomial equation in u of the form
where the dots denote terms with higher times T 2k with k > 3. Formula (8) can be viewed as a solution of the Hopf hierachy of PDEs u T 2k = C k u 2k−1 u x obtained from the leading order of continuum limit expansion of the Volterra hierarchy (5). It is well known [22] that the generic solution of the Hopf hierarchy develops singular behaviour for finite value of the "time" variables T 2k . In the following, we study these singularities and their relation with the occurrence of phase transitions. Eq. (7) is expected to reproduce quasi-trivial deformations of the Hopf hierarchy and the behaviour near the singularity to be universally described by a solution of the fourth order analogue of the Painlevé I equation [31, 32] . Dispersive regularisation.
We illustrate the general phenomenology by considering the particular case T 2k = t 2k = 0 for all k > 3 so that T 2 , T 4 and T 6 are the only non zero coupling constants. This choice allows for a simple but sufficiently general analysis demonstrating as chaotic behaviours observed in [30] correspond to a type of phase transition comprised by a dispersive shock of the order parameters. The shock occurs as a dispersive regularisation mechanism of a particular solution of the hierarchy (5) in the continuum limit. In Fig. 1 we compare the order parameter u(x) obtained as solution of the recurrence equation (7) and the limit equation (8) . Values T 2 , T 4 and T 6 are chosen in such a way that the solution of the cubic equation (8) shows that the two solutions fully overlap for sufficiently small , but, as shown in Fig. 1b , a relevant deviation is observed in the vicinity of the point of gradient catastrophe of the solution to Eq. (8).
We observe that equation (8) provides, for the above choices of coupling constants, the condition for extremising the free energy functional of density
In particular, local minima and maxima depend on the signature of the discriminant ∆(x, T 2 , T 4 , T 6 ) of the cubic equation (8) . If ∆ > 0 the free energy has two local minima and one local maximum, if ∆ < 0 the free energy presents one local minimum only. The set in the space of parameters such that ∆ = 0 corresponds to the critical set where a phase transition occurs. The analysis of the signature of ∆ shows that different scenarios need to be considered depending on whether the coefficients of the cubic equation (8) are negative or positive. Necessarily, in order to ensure convergence of the integral (1), it is T 6 < 0. Hence, we have four distinct cases, depending on the signs of the coefficient 1 − 2T 2 and −12T 4 in Eq. (8). Fig. 2 illustrates a case where T 2 < 1/2 and T 4 > 0. A similar analysis can be carried out for the remaining cases. This choice corresponds to the case analysed in [15, 30] , hence it allows for a direct comparison. In Fig. 2a we plot the set ∆ = 0 in the x-T 6 plane for a given choice of T 2 and T 4 . The convex sector corresponds to the region where the equation of state (8) admits three real solutions that correspond to the stationary points of the free energy density plotted in Fig. 2b . We compare the free energy for a given value of x and two different values of T 6 . For T 6 = −0.0051 the difference of the values of the free energy density at its local minima is particularly pronounced compared with the case T 6 = −0.0067. Figs. 2c and 2d show a comparison between the cubic solution (8) and the exact solution (7) for different values of T 6 within the convex region shown in Fig. 2a where the solution of (8) is multivalued. Both figures demonstrate the onset of a dispersive shock wave. This behaviour is intriguing as, unlike classical statistical mechanical systems, e.g. magnetic and fluid models [33] , the order parameter u(x) develops oscillations in conjunction with the existence of additional stationary points for the free energy such as unstable and metastable states. Fig. 3 shows two examples where T 2 > 1/2, with T 4 < 0 (Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b ) and T 4 > 0 (Fig. 3c and Fig. 3d ). In both cases the solution to Eq. (8) is three-valued but one root associated to a local minimum is negative and therefore does not correspond to a state of the system (by definition u ≥ 0). However, two concurrent states, although of different nature, one stable and one unstable, underlie a dispersive shock. Notice that for x > 0 solution to Eq. (8) has one non negative branch only. Nonetheless, u(x) develops a dispersive shock profile at positive x, although this is originated by a catastrophe located at x < 0. In both scenarios the solution to Eq. (8) is multivalued with two non negative branches for a small interval of negative values of x. It is therefore natural to study cases where the cubic solution is multivalued but only one branch is positive and therefore only one solution corresponds to a state that is accessible by the system. Such a case is shown in Fig. 4 , where the the solution of the recurrence equation (7) converges to the cubic solution and no dispersive shocks occur. The above analysis suggests that the dispersive regularisation in the form of a dispersive shock of the order parameter is related to the existence of accessible (meta-)stable/unstable states. In particular, the behaviour of the order parameter, specifi- Fig. 3b and Fig. 3d : comparison of the order parameter evaluated by using Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) for T4 = −0.25 and T4 = 0.25 respectively.
cally the form of the envelope, appears to be highly sensitive to the choice of the parameters T 2k . For instance, behaviour will require the construction of the asymptotic genus expansion of the solution (7) and Whitham's modulation theory for solutions of Eq. (5). We also point out that the rich phenomenology described reflects the fact that the dispersive shock given by the solution (7) is an intrinsic multidimensional object arising form the simultaneous solution of equations of the hierarchy (5).
